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1 Introduction

The following manual provides details on hardware and software configuration which
enables to reproduce the research work.

2 Hardware and Software Configuration

The following table provides an overview of the technologies, hardware settings and lib-
raries with their description used in the research project.

Table 1: Setup Details.

Setup Description
Computation GPU
IDE Jupyter Notebook, Google Colab
Programming Language Python
Framework Pytorch
Libraries Sentence Transformer, Sklearn, Pandas, Numpy, Seaborn, ROUGE

The above tools and technologies were run on AMD Ryzen 4000 series with NVIDIA
Geforce GTX to train, test and evaluate the models.

3 Dataset Details

The dataset is present inside the ’Data’ folder which contains the data obtained from
Hugging Face repository1 CNN-Daily Mail. The subsets of data further used and created
in the process of the research ’train data’ and ’train5k’ is also present in the same folder.
The folder containing all the Jupyter notebooks also have the same set of CSV files placed
for convenience. The website attached with Hugging Face points to the original repository
where the entire dataset and the description of the dataset is mentioned. The dataset
used here is directly downloaded from the link provided by Hugging Face.

1https://huggingface.co/datasets/cnndailymail/viewer/3.0.0/train
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4 Data Pre-Processing

The data Pre-Processing is carried out on the CSV file obtained from Hugging Face
using Jupyter notebook. The iPYNB file ’Data Pre-Processing (EDA)’ provides all the
codes required to run EDA on the data. The Figure 1 shows the necessary libraries and
packages that needs to be installed in prior to run the code seamlessly.

Figure 1: EDA Requirements

The following code snippet as represented in Figure 2 shows the method in which the
data is loaded into Jupyter notebook and to display the data. Here the dataset ’train.csv’
is used which contains the entire data from Hugging Face CNN-Daily Mail dataset.

Figure 2: Data Load and Display

The Figure 3 shows the packages and tools derived from NLP toolkit to eliminate stop
words and contractions. This data is further used to train various models in the research.
The pre-processing such as analysing the sentence length, understanding the summary of
the dataset and reducing the size of the dataset to a subset to carry out further operations
are all done in this phase.Once the pre-processed data is ready the data is converted into
a seperate CSV file which is then used in training and summarizing different models in
different notebooks. Allt he required packages are provided in the file requirements.txt
present in the ’Models’ folder.
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Figure 3: Pre-Processing

5 Model Implementation

5.1 Word2Vec

Word2Vec is the first embedder that is implemented using Jupyter notebook in the model
implementation phase. The requirements for installation and imports are shown in the
Figure 4 Here, the embedding process is done directly using the test data as there is

Figure 4: Word2Vec Requirements

no training required for Word2Vec embedder. The Figure 5 shows the method to load
Word2Vec model from the Gensim library.

From the loaded Gensim library, the model Word2Vec is derived which then creates
embeddings when the test article is provided. The test article is given in the ’Data’ folder
in txt file called ’Test Article’. The embeddings from Word2Vec is fed into the K-Means
clustering model to generate the summary. The method to implement K-Means cluster-
ing from SKlearn is shown in the Figure 6. The necessary installation to load the model
is provided in the requirements.txt folder provided in the ’Models’ folder.
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Figure 5: Word2Vec Embedding

Figure 6: K-Means Clustering

Finally, the evaluation of the model is done using ROUGE scores and the ROUGE
requirements are shown in the Figure 4 and provided in requirements.txt.

5.2 ELMo Embedding

ELMo contextual embedder is implemented using Google Colab2 as the version of ELMo
- ELMo2 does not support the Tensorflow 2 version. Inorder to stepdown the TF version
Google Colab would be an ideal IDE as it can be easily changed without altering the
environment settings. Hence using the code shown in Figure 7 can lower the version
to effectively load and use ELMo model. The figure also points out all the necessary
package imports that are essential to load and run all the packages to seamlessly run the
embedding and summarization process. The evaluation packages used are provided in
the requirements.txt file which can be also used in a Google Colab environment. In this
implementation, we do not train the ELMo model and hence no data is imported and
only test article is defined to feed the embedder.

2https://colab.research.google.com/?utmsource = scs− index
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Figure 7: ELMo Requirements

Figure 8: ELMo Embedding

The ELMo 2 is fetched from the ELMo repository3. The implementation of ELMo
to create embeddings is as shown in the Figure 8. The clustering and evaluation process
is similar to the previous embedders used and the required installation packages are
provided in requirements.txt.

5.3 BERT Embedding

BERT embeddings are obtained by loading a pre-trained BERT model from SBERT4

repository. The initial requirements to load the BERT model and import packages are
as shown in Figure 9.

As the pre-trained model here will be trained on the dataset to fine tune the model the
data that is pre-processed is loaded. The data is by the name ’train5k’. The initialized

3https://tfhub.dev/google/elmo/2
4https://www.sbert.net/
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Figure 9: BERT Requirements

BERT model to train is called ’bert-base-uncased’. The fine tuning is unsupervised and
is achieved by the use of TSADE model that is provided by SBERT for the fine tuning
purposes. The details to load the model and train is as shown in Figure 10

Figure 10: BERT Initializing

The Figure 11 shows the training of BERT model after which the model generates
BERT embeddings which is further fed into K-Means clustering algorithm in a similar
fashion as shown in the previous models. Here the K-Means clustering model is obtained
from the SKlearn repository. The parameters for the clustering algorithm remains the
same as that of the previous models. The required packages are provided in require-
ments.txt file. The model that is trained and clustered provides summary of size 5 which
then is evaluated using ROUGE scores in a similar manner as executed in the previous
embedders.
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Figure 11: BERT Training

5.4 RoBERTa Embedding

The process of initializing, training and embedding of RoBERTa is same as that of
BERT which is achieved from the SBERT repository. The requirements to load and
run RoBERTa from SBERT is as shown in the Figure 12.

Figure 12: RoBERTa Requirements

The model used to train RoBERTa is a pre-trained by the name ’roberta-base’ from
the TSADE repository. The training details and parameters are as shown below in the
Figure 13. The training set used is the ’train5k’ data CSV obtained from the same folder.
Finally the model is trained on the given dataset.

The model after training is fed with the test article which undergoes RoBERTa em-
bedding. These embeddings are further fed into K-Means clusters to generate summary
as done in the previous embeddings. The results are similarly evaluated using ROUGE
scores and the requirements are given in the requirements.txt file.
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Figure 13: RoBERTa Initializing
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